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l. Introduetion 

The purpose of the study deseribed in the presentreport has been to check the applicability of 
a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study ~onceming the wave loading induced on 
Seawave Slot-Cone Generator (SSG). Computational simulations with CFX-10 have been 
carried out in order to create extreme wave and to study the induced loadings on this wave 
energy converter. 

Since CFD has met with difficulties to simulate wave, this study will specially analyze and 
evaluate the relevancy of the results. Thus different simulations have been needed to 
understand how the numerical approximations influence the results obtained. The result 
analysis will enable me to make some recommendations conceming CFD and wave 
simulations. 

The first chapters present the SSG project and the wave theory. Then the next chapter will 
explain how CFD works and details about CFX ,are also presented. Finally the performed 
simulations are presented and their results are interpreted. 
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Il. Seawave Slot-cone Generator 

Traditional sources of energy such as oil, gas and coal cause pollution releasing huge 
quantities of carbon dioxide and other pollutants into the atmosphere. Nowadays, we can 
already see the caused damages such as global warming and clirnatic disorder. Moreover 
these energy sources are not renewable and their price is unstable, depending on international 
c li mate. 

The Kyoto protocol regarding reduction of gr~enhouse gases is strictly linked to the 
developrnent of Renewable Energy Sources (RES): wind, solar, waves and biornass. Wave 
energy has a great power potential: all over the Earth and the population is focused along the 
coast. In spite of technological difficulties due to the sea, different wave energy converters 
have been developing based on rnany principles such as overtopping, oseillating columns, 
buoys. In corning decades, it will be a challenge for engineers to generate electrical power 
from wave energy econornically. 

Seawave Slot-cone Generator (SSG), a wave en.ergy converter (Fig.l), is developed by 
WA VEenergy AS cornpany (Stavanger, Norway) founded in April 2004. This wave energy 
converter harvests the wave overtopping with three reservoirs placed on top of each other. 
The stored potential energy, the water captured in the reservoirs, will run through the multi-
stage turbine and produce electricity (Fig.2) . ! 

Fig.l: Scheme ofSeawave Slot-cone Generator(SS:G) Fig.2: Multi-stage turbine 

Partly founded by European Commission (W A VE~SG project), W A VEenergy is carrying out 
a pilot project of the SSG at theisland of Kvitsoj (Norway). The objective of this pilot project 
is to dernonstrate at full-scale the operation of one rnodule of the SSG in a 19 kW/m wave 
clirnate, inelucting turbine, generator and control systern and to connect the systern to the 
public grid for electricity production. The pilot project regards a 10 m wide civil structure 
rnodule of the SSG and will be instalied within 2006. 

The SSG can be integrated in a breakwater construction (Fig.3). So it will be able to have 
breakwater harvesting wave energy instead of usuål breakwater. This rnay be a cost effective 
wave converter, utilising the faundation of the breakwater. The success of this concept will 
depend on the cost of its structure. 
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Fig.3: SSG integrated in a breakwater construction 

III. Wave formation 

l. Definition 

A sea wave is a mechanicai wave which propagate~ at the free surface between water and air. 
The wave dispiacement generates energy transfer and not mass transfer. 

Therefore it is characterized by its period T, its wave Iength L, the water depth D, its speed 
v=UT, its height H= 2 A and its general shape d= H/L. 

2. Wave life 

If the wind reaches at least 4 knots on flat water s~rface, small oscillations are generated due 
to air dispiacement turbulence. Beiow this speed, the water surface tension prevents their 
formation. Then the waves grow up until they reach wind speed. Their growing up depends on 
fetch, wind speed and wind duration 1 (Tab le l and 2). The w aves need s pace and time for 
reaching their maturity 

Wind duration ! Wave height 
(strength 7) 

3 hours l meter 
6 hours ! 2 meters 
12 hours 4 meters 

' 20 hours ' 8 meters 
24 hours 10 meters 

'---

Table 1: Influence ofwind duration on wave height 
l 

Fetch (strength 7) W ave height 
20miles l l meter 
100miles 5 meters 
300miles l 10 meters 

' 

Table 2: Influence offetch on wave height 
When the wind decreases, the waves continue their travei with few energy losses. Slowly, the 
gravity action will favour their spreading: the he,ight decreases and the period and length 
increase. 

1 Sverdrup, Norwich oceanographer 
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3. Wave hydrodynamics2 

a. Basics equations 

• Continuity equation 
One of the most important physical principles is ·that mass is conserved in the fluid flow. 
Since water is incompressible, the conservation of'mass becomes identical with conservation 
of volume: if the water is pushed, the water level increases. For a plane ( x , y ) finite control
surface, this principle is mathematically expressed pY the continuity equation: 

u 
dz: l .. .w 

0\; 

u. a ... d .__r. x 

'( au ) ( aw ) U dz + W dx = U + d X dx dz + W+ az dz dx {::::} 

au+ dw =Ol (Eq. l) 
dx dz 

Fig.4: Volume flow through fixed control-surface 

• Momentum equations 
Moreover, the fluid flow must satisfy conservation of momentum. When the water is high, 
the gravity results in the spreading. This motion will push the water and then the water level 
will increase. 

That means Newton' s second law must hold foranyfluid particle: m dv ="F (Eq. 2) 
' dt ~ 

l (p • <l; cz) 1 .. 

~~)! 
t: Z ! Qtld•dl 

p;b: 

There are three types of extemal forces acting 
on the fluid particle: 

- l normal forces: pressure 
shear forces: viscosity 
volume forces: gravity 

Fig.S: Forceson a .fluid particle 

Then it is obtained: 

! 

Momentum equation !n x-direction: 

p du = - dp + viscous forces (Eq. 3) 
dt dX 

2 A. Svendsen and G. Jonsson, Hydrodynamics of coastal regions, 1976 
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Momentum equation in z-direction: 

p ow =- op - p g+ viscous forces (Eq. 4) 
at az ! 

• Navier Stokes equations 
However, since each fluid particle is moving it is hot convenient mathematically to consider 
the accelerations of the individual fluid parti~les. Instead we want to describe the 
accelerations by the conditions at a fixed point. 

Navier Stokes equations 
l 

(
au au au) op . p -+u-+ w- =--+vlscous forces (Eq. 5) 
ot ax az ax l 

( 
ow aw ow) op 1 

• p - +u- +w- =- - - pg+vlscous forces (Eq. 6) 
at ax az ax ' 

In our case, viscosity can be neglected and Euler equations can be used: 

Euler equations 
l 

au +u au +w au =_l_ op (Eq. 7) 
ot ax az p ax 

aw aw aw l op 8) -+u-+w-=----g (Eq. 
at ax az p ax 

Three equations (Eq. l, 7 and 8) has been stated; the unknowns are velocities in x-direction 
and z-direction and the pressures. For resolving ~hese equations, the velacity potential has 
been used. · 

• Equations of potential flow 
Under the foliowing assumptions: conservative forces and inviscid fluid so irrotational flow, a 
scalar <p can bedefinedat each point of the flow in ~uch way that the velacity v= (u, w) can 

l 

be determined as: v= gradrp {:::}(u, w)= (arp' arp) ' 
ax az 

' 
By replacing u and w by the velacity potential in the continuity equation, we obtain Laplace 
equation: 

azrp a rp =o (Eq. 9) - - + 2 

2 , . 

ax2 az 

By doing the same for Euler equations and by integrating, we obtain Bernouilli equation: 

1 a' E.+gz+-(u 2 +w2 )+ :rp =Oj (Eq. 10) 
p 2 qt 

Now, the unknowns are p and <p. The solution of potential flow consists in salving the second 
arder partial differential equation. 
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b. Boundary conditions 

• Bottom conditions 
The flow must be parallel to the bottom, expressed mathematically by w=O at z=-h. 

• Free surface conditions 
On the free surface, a fluid particle will remain there. 

Moreover the pressure is almost constant at the free surface, disregard the influence of wind, 
and since the density of air is 11800 times smaller tfuan water, we assume that p=O. 

• Boundary conditions in x-direction, periodicity conditions 
The conditions at the end of the region will dete~ne the type of wave motion. In a case of a 
periodic progressive wave of constant form (propagates without change in form), we will 
have: <p(x,z,t) = <p(x+L,z,t) 

c. Linear or sinusoidal wave theory 

• Assumptions 

../ Constant depth D and period T 

../ Two-dimensional motion only 

../ W aves of constant form 

../ Incompressible fluid 

../ Effects of viscosity, turbulence and ,surface tension are neglected 
H 

../ The general shape - --7 O 
D 

Fig.6: Perfect wave 

• Solution for the velacity potential 

Let 8=2n-(;- ~)=wt-kx 
a2rp a2rp 

Then the Laplace equation (Eq .9) becomes: l k 2 -a 21 +-a 2 =O l (Eq. 11) e . z 
The problem can be solved by the method of separation of variables: rp(B,z) = f(&)xz(z). 

Equation Il becomes k2 f"(e)z(z)+ Z"(z)fi(&) =O 
f" Z" 

~ -k 2- =-=.Il? where A. is a constant. 
f z 
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{ 
;e 

~ f"+-j=O 
k2 

Z"-....t?Z=O 

(Eq.12) 

(Eq.13) 
l 

The so l u ti ons o f these equations are: f =A sin(~ T O) and Z =B cos h (k)+ C sinh (k) . 

The constants A, B, C and Å can be found with the boundary conditions: 

l > Periodicity conditions: f'(O) = f'(2n) =>Å= k 
l 

> Atz=-h Z'=O=>B=Ccoth(kh)=>Z=Ccosh(k(h + z)) 
' l sinh(kh) 

( ) 
cosh(k(h +z)) . 

Renee rp B,z =-AC . sm(wt-kx) (Eq. 14) 
smh(kh) , 

• Surface profile : 

It is determine with the boundary condition: r;= 1 <Jrp({},z) = -AC w coth(kh)cose 
$ ae g 

With the dispersion equation: c2 = ..[tanh(kh) (Eq. 15), we obtain: r;=- AC cos( wt - kx) 
k c 

(Eq. 16). 

It is known that the wave amplitude is H hence - AC = H . 
2 I C 2 

l H ( )l ( ) ' H c cosh(k(h + z)) . Finallyr;=-coswt-kx(Eq.17)and rpB,z =1- . sm(wt - kx)I (Eq.18) 
2 : 2 smh(kh) 

• V elocity field 
Once the velacity potential is obtained, the velocity field is found easily by derivation: 

arp_ agk coshk(h+z) c6s(wt-kx)l (Eq. 19) 
u = ax - w cosh kh · 

()rp-w=---
()z 

agk sinh k(h +z) sin(wt _ kx) 1 (Eq. 20) 
w coshkh 

9 o n )1\ 

l !t T 1Tt 

;;;--=:--- J l 

V~-·: \ 
-! l 

l 
_MWL 

u~" =~ 1 

"'YuKt . 

u: m <lit o min o max 

w : o max o min 
; o 

Fig. 7: Veloci~ field 
l 
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IV. CFD software and CFX-1 O 

2. Introduetion 

The design of marine energy converter eventually· requires the calculation of values such as 
pressure, motion amplitudes in order to assess the performance of the device and its 
suitability. Man y programs have been devised to sol ve fluid dynamics problems of this nature, 
either specific or general application. Some programs have been produced by research 
departments mainly for in-house use; others have been developed Commercially and are on 
general use. · 

In marine energy conversion applications, two main categories of software can be used: 
hydrodynamics software and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In this study, a CFD 
software has been used: CFX-10. 

l 

The general nature of the CFD approach allows its application to many physical problem. 
Most of Fluid Dyrrarnics Modelers cover man y cas~s inelucting both steady-state and transient, 
inviscid, laminar and turbulent flow in both incop1pressible and compressible fluids . Most 
provides the modelin g o f multiple-phase systems, , often incorporating free surfaces between 
the fluids. The mavement of the free surface can only be driven by pauring or 'sloshing' 
effects, or by perretration by another object. Renee the waves can not be defined exactly 
unlike with hydrodynamic software. 

3. Computation Fluid Dynamics 

The discretization of the three-dimensional model !of the fluid domain entails the division of 
the valurne into component cells. A grid of coordinate points (or nodes) is created within the 
fluid volume. A mesh is then generated using lines to connect the grids nodes thus forming 
edges of the component cells. Structured grids have a constant pattern of distribution of the 
nodes through space. 

l 
Before computation can take place, the physics regime must be defined. Themodel types of 
fluid, speed of flow, turbulence and viscosity must be chosen and parameters such as 
boundary and initial conditions set. 

The CFD solver is based upon the full Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. 5 and 6), the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANSE) or the simplified inviscid flow Euler equations. 
The constituent partial derivatives of these equations must be discretized in time to enable a 
numerical solution to be found3

. ! 

Themavement of the free surface is generall y driven in one of two ways. The free surface can 
l 

be set up in an initially unstable state and the mbdel then predicts how the equilibrium is 
reached. Altematively, the free surface can be drivyn by themavement of a boundary, such as 
a wall. This technique recreates a kind of wave maker for hydraulic laboratories. 

Modelling of free surface is done in several ways, butthemost frequently used in CFD is the 
Volume-Of-Fluid (VOL) method. This method assigns an extra identification variable, with 

3 H.K. Versteeg & W. Malalasekera, An introduetion to ComP,utational Fluid Dynamics, Longman Group Ltd 
1995 
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an associated transport equation, to each cell. Thel value of this variable designates to which 
fluid the cell belongs, and the cell boundaries where the value changes designates the position 
of the free surface. This method has the drawback of not being able to cope with non-linear 
effects like the breaking waves. ! 

Unlike Fluent, Flow-3D, Phoenics and Star-CD, CRX uses a control-volume method. An extra 
variable assigns each cell: in hydrodynarnics it will be Water Volume Fraction (WVF). The 
WVF varies between O and l andrepresents the percentage of water volume present in cells. 
It will be interesting to see the effect of thi s method on the results. 

The results obtained from CFD calculation may be presented as time histories of forces, 
pressures, flows and temperatures. Visual data output may be produced as images as a fixed 
time point or as animations of the entire time history. 

4. CFX-10 

• Pre-processing 

PRE • PROCESSING 

MESHINC: ~ 
CFX-1\o~h 

O<e'S1gnModeler iANSYS J 
IC EM CFO {;'.~SYS) 

5tngJ!- or m.~ tl·block 
str..ctured_ unSI!;J.Ctured. 

and hybnd n'IC.$he$ 
Me~h -:-efi:".cmem 

COMPATISLE 
l GEOMErRY 
IMPORT FORMATS 
l 
1 {O:reci !nlerf<lc~s) 

CADOSS 
CATIA 
I-DEAS 

?rotEf'wGI"EER 
SobdVI/01'~$ 
SolcdEdge 
S..:rfiCDN 

LiG 

(Th fd-pJrty fO""\ltS) 
A CIS 

CAPRI 
OWG 
OXF 
101 

!GES 
STEP 
STL 

VRM L 

Fig. 8: ?re-processing 

The DesignModeler for CFD Applications module provides geometry creation and meshing 
functions. Also geometry created with different design software can be imported. The CFX
Mesh program module has the capability of automatic surface and volume meshing. The 
program incorporates Advancing Front with Inflatibn (AFI) meshing technology. The volume 
meshing procedure is fully parallelized to accelerate the creation of large meshing. The 
procedure automatically fine-tunes the mesh spaci~g for areas where separate surfaces are in 
close proxirnity. 

The CFX-Pre program module is an interface to permit the definition of the required CFD 
problem such as initialization, boundary conditions. When the problem is well-defined, a 
definition file is created to enable the solver to start the calculation. 

l 
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• Computation 

COMPUTATION 

MODELS 

FfUid Dyr:.omtn. stoady-st.."'lle .3ncl tr~n9 f"'\t ft<J'w" 
Compr- :o•ble "''"d incompces:9i~ 1\Y~ flow 

l m••<'..O lamin.u o~"<d turbul~"\t1 flow 
~.,.t,~ ph~'\ø and free 5urf.:.ce ~e ls 

Slatio-\Ory a i"'I rcot.1b'"19 re-ference trames 
F.-..iC-1otrtJ.C!\.I re or t~r~"-tion 

St~CillrW A~.liysls with Gnd ~fQrmatoon 

H e.Ot trun1J.f~r 
C hemtcal reactiol' !> 

Bto~.mtstry ond E lectru c >-:ernlstry 
Sprny; Part ci-

Ei e~ro<'f\~r;!~~~too€7oectrost~•c:s 
M c roelecuo n;cs Dnd Optoerecttef'tcs 

F"'Gsn' a P!'lyslc5 
P om us rnedi.ao 

Corr.p~.~t{lhona : f}ieo.c lfle and SIQ.K)gy 

MULTl-CPU 

MPI..t)O)Sed inter-prO(.H S<)f' C'OI"llOl;;o. , ical,;on 

Fig. 9: Comp~tation 

l 

CFX uses a coupled algebraic multi-grid Navier-Stokes equations solver, with an adaptive 
numeric scheme which modifies the discretization locally to approximate second-order 
problems as closely as possible. The solver does so with efficient utilization of the computer 
memory. The behavior of multiple phases is derived simultaneously using the coupled solver, 
which supports both Eulerian-Eulerian and Eule~an-Lagrangian multiphase models4

. Free 
surface flow phenomena such as sloshing or filling can be simulated. The program also takes 
in account the surface tension effects. 

Fluid-structure interaction simulations can be carried out. In the case of large-scale 
deformations or motions, CFX can be inter-connecting dynarnically with ANSYS stress 
analysis and dynarnics programs. CFX software has a strong history in the analysis of rotating 
machinery such as pumps, compressors, turbines o~ propellers. 

The solver has been designed to be fully parallel~ to distribute the CFD calculation among 
several processors or networked UNIX workstations and Windows NT machines. 

• Post-processing 

POST - PROCESSING 

DATAOUTPUT 

{Numenc:al ~hl) 
P lOt S 
LISIS 

A n notatiOn 

mme his.tones) 
Row'S, forces and morrems 

pres~1res, :emper.atures and heat trat"'S'I'e< ra tes 
P.:u'tlde tr.:lck ng 

(User-defined) 
Prog~mr.~b'e m~•cros 

~ • DATA FORMATS 

(l mages) 
PS (postscnpt) JPEG 
PNG BMP 
PPM VR ML 

(Animation) 
MPEG 

Fig. l 0: Post-processing 

The CFX-Post program module performs the 'Post
processing' functions for CFX-10. Results can be 
animated with automatic MPEG-format file creation. 
The program also performs quantitative calculations 

l 

such as force, pressure and flow rate on a selected 
face. 

4 A.P. McCabe, An Appraisal of a Range of Fluid Modelling Software, Department ofEngineering Laneaster 
University, October, 2004 
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V. Model SSG under extreme wave loading' 

Wave loading experiences has been done by Diego Vicinanza at the hydraulic and coastal 
labaratory of Aalborg University5

. The aim of the experience was to help the structure 
designers on wave loading acting on different part~ of the structure. A model of SSG at scale 
l :60 was used for the experiment. In these computations, the same dimensions have been 
employed. 

1. Geometry 

The dimensions of themodel geometry are present~d below: 

" 

A Ar--
-----~--~-~---~~---~----------------

_______ ::! 

471 " 

"\4 .... ~ L'i AB._ 1'2'. 

l l/ l 
l~ 

\ ./ ® l~ d 

v l 

l~ 
l 

~ 

____3.52_ ' 4R 7.1. 

Fig. 11: Dimension o f the model structure geometry 

The structure has been modeEzed with AN SYS ~ orkbench and the modelization did not 
require a lot of time because of the simple geometry. The fluid domain has to be long to 
enable the waves to form themselves, a length of 11 m has been chosen. The height of the 
fluid domain is l m and the mean water level wiH be initialized at 0.5 m. Once a 2D model 
has been drawn in a plane, the model is extruded of 0.5 m on the z-direction. 

11m 

l m o4 ... 

l m 

YLx 
Fig.12: Geometry ofthe model in ANSYS Workbench 

5 Diego Vicinanza et al., W ave loadingson Seawave Slot-Cone Generator at Kvitsøy Island, Hydraulics & 
Coastal Engineering Laboratory, Aalborg University, March 2006. 
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Plane 3 
\. '/1 ~~2 y -~ 

Plane 1 ?· -1. / • , Plane~ 
~ ~.. ! " +-Plantt 5 

/?'/ ' j ~~- \ J ' r- Plane4 

jv1s ~/ 
_!__/ 

----------~- ~------------------~--~ 

1.32 

Fig.13: Detail ofSSG geometry inANSYS Workbench 

2. Mesh 

Mesh has been defined as follows: 

Maximum s 70mm 
Maximum s S mm 

lO mm 
Table 3: Mesh spacing 

l 

v 
... 

.•J 

The mesh spacing has been reduced on plane l to 6 in order to have a better accuracy of the 
results conceming pressure. Finally, the grid is composed by 43577 nodes and 214573 
tetrahedron elements. 

Fig.l4: M es h araund the model of SSG 

The figure 14 shows mesh is finer around the Model. However, the fluid domain around mesh 
is rough in order to reduce computational time and memory. 
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3. W ave simulation 

The structural design of SSG must be based on this extreme wave. The computation will be 
performed in order to know the pressure generated by extreme waves. For head-en waves the 
100 year event at prototype site can be given by wave condition Hs=12.5 m and Tp=15.2 s, 
basedon the study by Nygaard and Kenneth (2002). Hence it is deduced that H IOo=23.3 m and 
T10o=12.3- 16 s. At scale 1:60, the experimental wave condition was Hs=0.21 m and Tp=l.98 
s hence i t has been used HIOo=0.38 m and T IOo=l.98 s. 

l 

From the wave condition, wave parameters have been calculated. Wave length is computed 
with the dispersion equation (Eq. 15) and the waterlvelocity profile is calculated with Eq. 19 

Parameters Formul ae Values 
W ave 

c2 =Æ.tanh(kh) 
j 4m 

length L k 
W ave 21l l 1.57 

numberk 
-
L 

Period 21l 3.17 
numberw -

T 
Propagation L 2m/s 

speed v 
- ! 
T 

V elocity u= agk coshk(h+z) cos(wt-kx) u= 0.7 cosh 1.57(0.5 +z) cos(3.57t - 1.57 x) 
profile w coshkh ' (Eq.21) 

Table 4: Wave parameters 

In the simulation, the water level has been initialized at 0.5 m (Fig.15). Under this height only 
water is present: Water Fraction Velurne = l , represented with red, and above only air is 
present: Water Fraction Velurne =O, represented whh blue. 

Fig.l5: Water level initialization 

Then, boundary conditions (Fig.16) have been defined in the fluid domain: 
Inlet for the front wall 
Opening for the top 
Outlet for the back wall 

' 
Symmetry for the side walls (so it is not needed to have a large model) 
Walls everywhere else (SSG and bottom) 

= Ilt t l l l l t Il l t ~ 

~~----------------~ ------ -- - - ~ 

Fig.l6: Boundary r:;onditions 
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For simulating waves in CFX, the velacity field at the inlet has been defined with the equation 
19 that becomes at the inlet (x= 0): u= 0.7 cosh 1.~7(0.5 +z) cos(3 .57t) (Eq.22). 

To define the inlet and initialization conditions, the foliowing expressions have been written 
in CFX-Pre: 

Variables Name 
' 

Formul ae 
Density Dens 998 [kg m"-3] 

W ave height H 0.5[m] 
initialized l 

W ave height at the llln 0.69[m] 
inlet 

l 

Pressure at the inlet InPres dens*g*(llln-y)*In VolWater 
Speed at the inlet InSpeed 0.7*cosh(l.57*Xsd)*cos(3.17*time)*InVolWater [m/s] 

Air Volume Fraction InVolAir l step( (y-Hln)/1 [m]) 
at the inlet 

Water Volume InVolWater 1-InVolAir 
' Fraction at the inlet 

Initialized pressure pression dens*g*(H-y)*VolWater 
Time variable time t/1 [s] 
dimensionles s 
Initialized Air ValAir step((y-H)/1 [m]) 

Volume Fraction ! 
Initialized Water VolWater 1-VolAir 
Volume Fraction 
Height variable Xsd . yll [m] 
dimensionless 

Table 5: Expressions used in CFX 

The step function enables to define the air aljld water volume fraction. The InSpeed 
corresponds to water partide velacity so in a cell full of air the fluid velacity is null. 
Therefore the speed at the inlet depends on these volume fractions. 

The water partide velacity depends on time; it is either positive or negative. Therefore the 
water volume is constant during one wave period .. A river would have been simulated if the 
water velacity would have been constant. 

4. Solver 

The simulation is transient and has used a time step of 0.099 seconds; hence there are 20 time 
steps per period. The simulation covers 5 wave penods (9.9 seconds). A transient output file 
has been created every 2 time steps (0.198 second,s). These output files will enable to watch 
results step by step, to present them as time history .and to make an animation. 

The selected transient scheme option is first order backward Euler for saving computational 
time. Between each time step, IO loops are done for converging it. 
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5. Results and interpretations 

a. First computation: H=0.38m 

An animation has been made with all transient files and the wave formation and dispiacement 
can be observed. Firstly, it has been observed :that the waves are damped during their 
dispiacement The wave defined at the inlet does 'not keep its height (Fig.l7). The extreme 
wave is just like a normal wave in front of SSG. 
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Fig. 17: Water volume fra,ction after 8.514s 
l 

In order to know the wave height before the SSG, the water level has been reported for every 
2 time steps on the plane x = 9.0585m. The water level has been defined when the water 
volume fraction is equal to 0.5, so when the volume element is composed of half water and 
half air. 
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Fig. 18: Water level time history an the plane x= 9.0585m 

The observations are: 
The maximum wave height is around 0.059 meters (0.588 m -0.529 m). 
The mean water level increases and reaches 0.56 meters. 

l 

At the inlet, the wave height was 0.38 meters and after 9.085 meters it is only 0.059 meters. 
There is a ratio 6.44 between the both wave heights. The waves, which arrive at SSG, 
represent w aves of height 3.54 meters at scale l: l instead of height of 23 meters as desired. 

In CFX-Post, the average of the pressure on a face can be calculated by using the function 
calculator. The averaged pressures on the front and back walls of SSG (plane l to 6) have 
been recorded andplottedas function of time (Fig.l9). 
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Fig. 19: Pressurestime history on SSG's walls ~Fig. 20: WVF after 8.514s (peak pressure) 

The maximuro pressure is 0.836 kPa which correspbnds to the Froude scaled pressure value of 
50.16 kPa at real scale. ' 

All the front walls of reservoirs are more loaded tl;lan the back walls. The lowest reservoir is 
themost loaded and then it is the middle reservoir. Higher the reservoir, lower the water flow, 
so the pressure generated is less significant. The lowest reservoir is subject to the greatest 
pressure (Fig. 20). 

The wave height is damped with a factor 6.44 during the wave propagation. It would be 
interesting to see what the effect of increasing the wave height at inlet. The next computation 
has been done by changing only one parameter: the wave height (H=0.76m). The same 
geometry, meshing and problem definition have beyn used. 

b. Second computation: H=0.76 m 

The wave height has been changed only. Then the velocity profile (Eq.21) at the inlet 
becomes at the inlet (x = 0): u= 1.39 cosh 1.57(0.5 +z) cos(3.57t) (Eq.23). By doubling the 
wave height, the velocity amplitude is multiplied by two. Moreover the general shape of 
wave, ratio between the height and the length, is modified and equal to 0.19 (>117) which 
means that is a breaking wave. ! 

The Water Volume Fraction (WVF) has been presep.ted on the figure 20. 
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Fig. 21: Water Volume Fraction after 8.514s 
l 

The wave shape has been modified compared with figure 17 and a breaking is observed at the 
beginning of the fluid domain. Then the wave height is damped and the water levelseems to 
increase. From the beginning of the slope, the layer, where the Water Volume Fraction varies 
between 0.25 and 0.75, becomes larger 
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' 
The water level, defined when WVF=0.5, at plane x = 9.0585 m plotted in the figure 22 
confirms this observation. 
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Fig.22: Water level time history at x= 9.0585m 

A maximum wave height of 0.08 meters has been calculated. At scale 1:1, such wave 
corresponds at a wave of height 4.8 meters. Even if the wave height at the inlet has been 
doubled, the wave height before the slope has slightly increased. The mean water level has 
increased again and reaches 0.7-0.71 meters. Therefore by increasing the wave height at the 
inlet, the water level improves in front of SSG. Insread of a clear interface between water and 
air, a diffusion of water is observed: on a height of about 0.2 m, the Water Volume Fraction is 
around 0.5. 

The pressure time history is presented in the figure 23: 
2,5 ] 
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Fig.23: Pressure time history on SSG walls Fig: 24: WVF after 8.514s (peak pressure) 

The lowest reservoir is still subjected to the highest pressure. The maximum pressure is 2.26 
kPa, at scale 1:1 it corresponds to a pressure of 135.6 kPa for a wave ofheight 4.8 meters. 

Unlike the first computation where the water reached with difficulty in the highest reservoir, 
the figure 24 shows that the water flow recovers totally in the SSG model. Also the water 
does not enter into the closed reservoirs, the air remains inside and the reservoirs contain a 

l 

mixture of air and water. This phenomenon has been already observed and chimneys have 
been designed to enable the air to escape. A diffusion of water is again observed and is more 
significant than in the last computation. 

The wave amplitude is damped during the wave di~placement. The water mean level seems to 
increase but the water volume in the fluid domain stays constant during one wave period. 
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Therefore the improvement of water mean level is due to the diffusion of water. This 
diffusion is not realistic so it is probably due to numerical approximations. A sketch (Fig. 25) 
has been drawn torepresents what happens numerically. Each velurne element is assigned by 
the variable of Water Volume Fraction. 

Free surface between 
water and air 

Æ Cell which contains only air 

Æ Cell which contains water and air 

& Cell which contains only water 

Fig. 25: Sketch o f the meshes ar o und the free surface 
l 

As illustrated in the figure 25, longer the spacing mesh, more significant the diffusion. 

' 
In order to confirm this explanation, a computation has been done by increasing spacing 
mesh. 

c. Rougher mesh with H=0.38 

The spacing mesh has been multiplied by 2. 

Body spacing Maximum spacing 140mm 
Face spacing Maximu,m spacing 5mm 
(Plane l to 6) Minimum spacing lO mm 

Table 6: Mesh spacing 

The results obtained are represented bel o w. The figure 26 shows that the meshing size has an 
impact on the wave damping: 
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Fig. 26: Water volumefraction comparison with different meshing size (8.514 s) 

The figure 27 and 28 compare the water velurne fraction at the peak pressure. With a meshing 
size of 0.07 meters, the wave reaches the last reserVoir with difficulty(Fig. 28). With a bigger 
meshing size, the wave does not reach the reservoirs (Fig. 27). 

' 
Moreover the isosurfaces, where the water volume' fraction is equal to 0.01, 0.5 and 0.99, are 
presented on the figures bel o w. 
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Isosurface WVF=O.Ol Isosurface WVF=O.Ol 

Fig. 27: Spacing mesh = 0.14 m Fig. 28: Spacing mesh = 0.07 m 

The heights of these isosunaces have been reported in the figure 29: 
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Fig. 29: Variation ofthe isosurfaces height during the two last periods 

The height difference between the isosurface WVF~0.01 and the isosurface WVF=0.99 varies 
between 0.6 and 0.65 meters. So the water is diffused on a height of 0.6-0.65 meters, this 
height will be called diffusion height. As for a ~eshing size of 0.07 meters, the diffusion 
height is around 0.035. 

The maximum diffusion height may be calculated as 
follows: 

Hdiffusion= Hwave + 2* Hmesh (Eq. 24) 

Fig. 30: Scheme ofthe diffusion height 

A comparison for the observed diffusion height and the maximum diffusion height has been 
presented for spacing meshes of 0.07 and 0.14 meters in the table 7. 
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Meshing Hctiffusion Hdiffusion Mesh size 
SIZe observed calculated Wave height 

0.07 0.35 0.52 0.1 8 
0.14 0.6-0.65 Q.66 0.36 

Table 7: Comparison between observed and calculated diffusion height 

To reduce the diffusion height, the ratio between th:e mesh size and the wave height must tend 
to zero. It would be interesting to lead different computation with different mesh size and then 
to plot the diffusion height as function of mesh size,. 

In arder to avoid this damping during the wave displacement, the length of fluid domain is 
reduced. This computation is presentedin the next part. 

d. Short model with H=0.38 meters 
' l 

The geometry and dimensions of model structure used are defined in the first and second 
computation (Fig. 13). The length of the fluid donpin has been reduced only(Fig. 24). Now, 
0.2 meters are present between the inlet and the beginning of the slope. The mesh has been 
defined with the values ofTable 3. 

l m 

0.2m 
.. ... y 

Fig. 31: Geometry o f the short fluid do main with SSG model 

The simulated waves have the foliowing properties: Hs=0.38m and T=l.98s. The surface 
profile is observed in the figure 32 when the velacity is positive, so when the water is going 
into the fluid domain. On the animation, it has been observed a significant water valurne 
variation: the fluid domain fills and then empties. The problem of this short fluid domain is 
that the water valurne varies a lot during one wave period due to the velocity. When the 
velacity is negative, the water level drops signifi~antly. Therefore this simulation does not 
reflect the real conditions. 
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Fig. 32: Water volumefraction after 8.316s 

However, as shown in the figure 32, extreme wave is created and it recovers the whole 
structure. The pressure on the front and back walls has been plotted: 
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Fig. 33: Pressure time history 

The highest pressure has still been recorded on plane l with an intensity of 1.87 kPa. At real 
l 

scale, this represents a pressure of 112.2 kPa. It is· observed that Plane l and 5 are subject to 
almost the same pressure. Plane 6 stays the least loaded. 
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e. Condusion on the model sim.ulations 

A diffusion of water has been observed areund the free surface in the fluid domain. In order to 
avoid this phenomenon a fine grid should be used areund the surface either with a mesh 
adaptation or the spacing mesh control. Also, the length of the fluid domain seems to have an 
influence on the diffusion. It needs to be long enodgh to minimize the water volume variation 
and short enough to limit the wave damping and the computational time. 

In themodel experiments done at Aalborg University, the condusions are: 
Loads corresponding to the 100 years design wave event are for the reservoir fronts 
(Planes l, 2 and 3) up to 190 k.Pa. For the extreme peak pressure, the pressure is up to 
250 k.Pa. 
On the vertical rear wall in the upper reservoir (Plane 6), the maximum impact 
pressure, very peaked and short duration (Fig. 34), was equal to 580 k.Pa. 
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Fig. 34: Experimental results o f pressure on Plane 6 time history acquired at 200Hz and at 
1200Hzfor transducer 14. 

The computational simulation predicts lower pressure (112.2 kPa) in the last one for Plane l . 
The plane 6 is the least loaded contrary to experimental conclusions. The difference of results 
may be explained with two reasons. Firstly, the saniple frequency in CFD is low (transient file 
each 0.198 seconds so 5.05 Hz) whereas the experimental highest pressure has been recorded 
with a frequency of 1200Hz. Secondly, the diffusion of water due to numerical 
approximations makes the simulation of wave impact tough. The pressure on rear walls is 
smaller than the front walls because this loading is created by a mixture of air and water. 

These simulations at scale l :60 enable to try different computations because the 
computational time is not very long: l day and few hours. However the results must be 
compared with a simulation at full scale. 
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VI. Full scale under extreme wave loading 

1. Geometry 

The following geometry and dimensions have been used for modelizing the structure of SSG 
at full scale: 
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Fig. 35: Draft ofthe prototype structure geometry 

The dimensions of the fluid domain have been presented in the figure 36. The fluid domain 
thickness has been lirnited at 0.3 meters in order ' to save computational memory and time. 
Two pipes of 5 cm radius have been modelized for preventing the air blockage in the closed 
reservoir (Fig. 37). 

100m lOm 

45m 

Fig. 36: Structural geometry of SSG Fig. 37: Added pipes 

2. Mesh 

Since the thickness of the domain is 0.3 meters, the spacing mesh can not be greater than 0.3 
meters. 

Maximum s 0.25m 
Maximurh s acing 0.06m 
Minimum spacing 0.03 m 

Table 8: Mesh spacing for fult scale 

As shown in figure 38, the realized meshing is finer than the mesh of the model. The fluid 
domain contains 149983 nodes and 594920 volume elements. 
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Fig. 38: M es h for SSG at full scale, zoom around SSG 

3. Wave simulation 

At full scale, a wave of 23.3 meters height and 12.3 seconds period must be simulated. The 
foliowing wave parameters have been calculated: 

Parameters Formulae l Values ! 

W ave 
c2 =~tanh(kh) 183m 

length L k 
W ave 21l 0.0343 

number k -
L 

Period 21l 0.511 
number w -

T 
Propagation L l 14.878 m/s 

speed v -
T 

V elocity agkcoshk(h+z) ( kx) u= 4.86 cosh 0.0343(0.5 +z) cos(O.Sllt -0.0343x) 
profile u= cos wt-

(Eq.2 ... ) w coshkh 

Table 9: W ave parameters 

In the simulation, the water level has been initialized at 30 m (Fig.39). Under this height, 
there is no air: Water Fraction Velurne = l, colo,red in red, and above only air is present: 
Water Fraction Velurne =O, colored in blue. 

Fig.39: Water level fnitialization 
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S. Results and interpretations 
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Fig. 40: WVF before peak pressure 
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Fig. 41: WVF at 41.82 s (peak pressure J 

As the fourth computation (short fluid domain), the water variation is significant during one 
period. The fluid domain should be extended in order to have real wave conditions. The 
diffusion phenomenon is less significant (Fig. 41) since the mesh is finer than for the model 
simulation. Here, the ratio between the mesh size and the wave height is equal to 0.01. 

Theaveraged pressure during the last period on SSG walls has been reported in the figure 42 
and the peak pressure has been presented in Tab le l 0: 
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Fig. 42: Pressure during the last period Fig. 43: WVF at 41.82 s (peak pressure), zoom 

Time [s] Plane l Plane 2 Plane 3 Plane 4 Plane 5 Plane 6 
4.92 88.74 86 63.24 59.63 11.03 15.26 
17.22 104.21 99.43 93.84 99.54 94.14 57.26 
29.52 110.71 105.66 98.44 105.63 98.39 66.77 
41.82 111.95 106.26 98.48 109.56 100.87 98.54 

Tab le 11: Peak pressure for each wave period 

The maximuro pressure is still observed on Plane l , with a value of 111.95 kPa. A pressure of 
112.2 kPa has been deduced from the fourth simulation (scale 1:60). The pressure magnitude 
is similar in the both scales therefore a small scaled simulation will be preferable for saving 
computational time and memory. 
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VII. Full scale SSG with normal waves 

Simulations with extreme wave predict the wave loadings, which must be used to design the 
SSG structure. Moreover, simulations may be used to optimize the overtopping flow recovers 
by SSG. Therefore computation has been done with normal wave to know if predicted water 
flow is relevant. 

l. Geometry and mesh 

The geometry and rnesh are identical as before, and there are no pipes. 

2. W ave simulation 

The table 12 gives the signWcant wave heights at the test site. 

Hs, average 
over dir. [m] 1,3 

l 

2,9 5,2 
H[m] 0,9 2,1 3,7 
Tp [s] 7 9,95 12,2 
Pwave 
[kW/m] 4,7 35,5 134,0 
Pro b 56,8% 24,7% 5,0% 
Pwave*Prob 2~669952 a;761838 6,701443 

Table 12: Probability of significant wave heights at the test site 

Due to lack of time, the computation has been performed only for the wave conditions with 
the significant wave height of 5.2 meters. A wave of 3.7 meters height and 9.95 seconds 
period has been simulated at the inlet of the fluid domain. The foliowing wave parameters 
have been calculated: 

Parameters Formul ae Values 
W ave 

c2 =.ftanh(kh) 
' 135m 

length L k 
W ave 2n 0.046 

numberk 
-
L ' 

Period 2n 0.63 
numberw 

-
T ! 

Propagation L 14.07 m/s 
speed v 

-
' T 

V elocity agk coshk(h+ z) ( kx) u= 0.36 cosh 0.046(0.5 +z) cos(0.63t- 0.046) 
profile u= cos wt-

(Eq.2 .. . ) w coshkh 

Table 13: W ave parameters 

As before, the water level has been initialized at 30 m. The back wall of the reservoirs has 
been defined as outlet in order to know the mass flow. The boundary conditjons have been 
defined as follows : 

Inlet for the front wall 
Opening for the top 
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Outlet for the back w all and the back wall of the reservoirs 
Symmetry for the side walls 
Walls everywhere else (SSG and bottom) 

For simulating waves in CFX, the velocity profile at the inlet has been defined with the 
equation 21 that becomes at the inlet (x = 0): u= 0.36 cosh 0.046(0.5 +z) cos(0.63t) (Eq.26). 

f d "al d he foll -- -- ----- ---- ------------------------------- ------7 ----- ----- has b __ ... 0 - - - _r - - --- ---------- -- -- - ---- -- ---

Variables N arne Formul ae 
Density Dens 998 [kg mA-3] 

W ave height H 30 [m] 
initialized ~ 

W ave height at the Illn 31.85 [m] 
inlet 

Pressure at the inlet InPres ' dens*g*(Illn-y)*InVolWater 
Speed at the inlet In Speed 0.36*cosh(0.046*Xsd)*cos(0.63 *time)*In VolWater 

[m/s] 
Air Volume Fraction InVolAir step((y-Hln)/1 [m]) 

at the inlet 
Water Volume InVolWater 1-InVolAir 

Fraction at the inlet 
Initialized pressure pression ' dens*g*(H-y)*VolWater 

Time variable time t/1 [s] 
di mensionless 
Initialized Air VolAir step((y-H)/1 [m]) 

Volume Fraction 
Initialized Water VolWater 

! 
1-VolAir 

Volume Fraction 
Height variable Xsd y/1 [m] 
dimensionless l 

Table 14: Expressions used in CFX 

3. Solver 

The simulation is transient and has used a time step of 0.244 seconds; hence there are 50 time 
steps per period. The simulation covers 4 wave periods (48.8 seconds). A transient file has 
been saved every 5 time steps (1.22 seconds). The selected transient scheme option is first 
order backward Euler and 10 loops are done between each time step. 

4. Results and interpretations 

To analyze these results, several charts have been plotted for representing the water level 
before the slope (Fig. 44 ), the water mass flow (Fig. 45) which goes out through the rear walls 
and the pressure on the front walls (Fig. 47). 

In the figure 44, the wave height is 2.5 meters, so the wave amplitude is damped. Moreover it 
is observed that the water level decreases. In this simulation, the water which flows in the 
reservoir is going out of the fluid domain, therefore there is a loss in the water volume. 
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Fig. 44: Water level time history before the SSG at x= 0.2 meters 
l 

The water mass flow recorded is very low. In the ,peak mass flow, the water flow reaches 5 
kg/s which represents a hydraulic power of 49.1· W. In a model testing of the SSG6

, the 
hydraulic power was estimated at 6-7 kW. The hydraulic power obtained is not relevant. In 
the figure 46, it is observed that the flow in the reservoirs is composed of water and air. This 
can explain the low hydraulic power obtained !in this simulation. Here, it is seen the 
importance of limiting the diffusion in order to have relevant results concerning the water 
flow. 
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Fig. 45: Water flow mass time history 
through the rear walls 

Fig. 46: Water Volume Fraction when the mass 
flow is the Zargest (28.9 seconds) 

The pressure time history has been reported in the figure 47. A maximum pressure of 30.77 
kPa has been found on the plane l. In the firs t coniputation (scale l :60), a maximuro pressure 
of 50.16 kPa has been estimated for a wave of 3.54 meters. In this simulation, a lower 
pressure has been found, which is probably due to the wave damping. 
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Fig. 47: Pressure time history on the front walls 

As the water valurne varies a lot and the results are not relevant, new computation should be 
carried out with a longer fluid domain and pipes to direct the output water in the domain for 
keeping the same water level. 

6 J.P. Kofoed, Model testing ofthe wave energy converter Se~wave Slot-Cone Generator, Hydraulics & Coastal 
Engineering Laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering, Aalborg University, April, 2005 
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